2004 kia spectra battery

Purchasing for a business? Apply for a free business account! Related Products for " Kia
Spectra L4 2. To promote recycling, this is a refundable deposit on the purchase. Return the old
battery core to receive the refund. Help is just a phone call away! We strive to provide the best
price available on BatteriesPlus. Store pricing may vary from the price advertised on
BatteriesPlus. All registered trademarks are the property of their respective owners. Duracell is
a registered trademark of Duracell U. Operations, Inc. Skip to main content. Need help? Call Log
In or Register. Your Store. Select Your Store. Your Account. Login or Signup. Own a Store
Business Accounts. Refine Search. Brand Show Results. Duracell Ultra 4. Optima 2. X2Power 1.
Color Show Results. Blue Top 1. Red Top 1. Yellow Top 1. Lead Acid Type Show Results. Deep
Cycle 2. Starting 7. List View Grid View. Vehicle Specific. Brand: Duracell Ultra. Lead Acid Type:
Starting. Cold Cranking Amps: Warning: Cancer and Reproductive Harm - QTY Add to Cart.
Vehicle Alternative. Format: BCI Group Brand: X2Power. Capacity: 60AH. Brand: Optima.
Capacity: 48AH. Sign up to receive our emails. First Name. Last Name. Email Address. Let's
Stay Connected. Your Cart. Honda City helped make these videos. The video above shows you
how to replace the battery in your Kia Spectra. We recommend changing the battery in Kias
every 4 years. Although some batteries last much longer, most batteries begin breaking down
chemically after four years, so you could experience dimmer headlights and other negative
effects before you have a dead battery in your Spectra that you need to replace. Replacing the
battery in your Spectra involves removing the terminals. When you reconnect the terminals,
your radio presets are likely to be cleared out. In some Spectras, you may need to re-enter a
security code to get your radio to work again. Check for this code in your owners manual - it will
usually be either a sticker or small card in the booklet. If you can't find it, call Kia and they will
give you the code for free. In many Kias, the transmission "learns" how you drive over time and
makes adjustments, so you may experience altered driving dynamics as your car re-learns your
driving style after changing the battery. Hans Angermeier has produced over , videos showing
drivers how to fix things on their cars. He has broad expertise on basic repair procedures
covering the majority of cars on the road. Power steering fluid is easy to check and many
people mechanics included often forget about - learn how here. One of the easiest fluids to top
off - learn how to open the hood and where the reservoir is on your car. Driving with your phone
pressed against your ear is illegal in many places. See how to talk hands free! Carmakers are
hiding interior fuse boxes all over the place these days - see how to check your interior fuses
here! Car companies often use the same engines in different cars. They also slightly alter the
styling and sell the same car by two different names amongst other tricks to help offset
development costs. Our system selects the most applicable video for your car based, in part, on
these characteristics. The video displayed may not look exactly like your car, but may be
relevant enough for you to get a good idea how to do it. Getting Started - Prepare for the repair.
Sedan 4 Door. Share on. Full list of part and tools. Author Hans Angermeier has produced over ,
videos showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. Check power steering fluid level. Add
washer fluid. Pair your phone. Check for a blown interior fuse. See all videos for the Hyundai
Elantra. We have a massive and growing video library, but we don't have everything We bought
our first new car in It is technically an 04 model, with an 05 body style. We loved this car so
much that when my husband wanted a new one we bought an 08 manual for him. Great Gas
mileage! Great starter car for a young family. The only cons are that the gas tank straps failed
after 5 years, and I had to have those replaced, scary! And the interior after 8 years is failing,
seat is falling apart. I purchased this vehicle from a Barrie Ontario dealer in Sept The most
disturbing is when you would go it would hesitate and not seem to "catch" a gear.. I took it to
Barrie Kia before we moved and they said "if the problem isnt occuring right then we cant see
it"-I told them while it's still under 20, if I find its transmisison related later I wont be happy. In
any case I now work at Honda thank the lands I have thus far replaced the alternator and
battery. There are FIVE codes all. I have had my new car for little over three months and I love
driving it. Even with a four cl. On the open highway it handels good, I love the style. The only
neg. When I got the car it needed an alignment, should have made them fix it then. We loved the
car. We paid cash for it. I took it to get new tires and an alignment in Oct. I thought they were
just fishing for money. So I called the dealer and sure enough I had to buy an aftermarket kit. I
bought a car you can't get aligned! KIA said it adjusts, the dealer and the tech says no. Now I
am stuck with a car I can never get aligned. Never buy another! This car has been giving me
problems from the start. The engine light goes on and off. The transmission has been replaced
3 times, the computer once, the alternator 1 time; the struts have been replaced twice. It has
been my worse nightmare. I have missed so many days of work because of this. I wanted to sell
it, but of course Kia does not hold their value. I swear I would rather walk to work everyday
before I buy another Kia. They might be affordable, but you will pay so much at the end. Popular
searches. My notifications My Account. More about the Spectra. View Photos. List Price

Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Filter by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star.
Cannot Align? Items per page:. Write a review See all Spectras for sale. Sponsored cars related
to the Spectra. Sign Up. So how do you find out what problems are occurring? Any duplicates
or errors? It's not us. Don't waste your time wasting ours! If you are interested in advertising a
for-profit service, contact us. Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook
Retweet this page Email this page. Add Complaint. The contact owns a Kia Spectra. The contact
stated that that a sizzling noise was heard coming from the dashboard. The vehicle was taken to
the dealer who advised the contact that there was an electrical failure. The failure vehicle was
previously repaired for the same failure, but the failure recurred. The manufacturer was not
contacted. The failure mileage was 11, and the current mileage was 13, The dealership
determined the computer is not sending the proper signals to the transmission to shift gears.
The dealership is unaware of how to repair the vehicle. Speedometer will occasionally quit
working while driving, sometimes will quit altogether-other times will jerk around-dealer has
been unable to duplicate - Clinton, MT, USA. Search CarComplaints. Consumer has filed a
safety complaint with federal trade commission. Concerning automatic transmission failure on
same issue as stated in ODI Also, consumer spoke with the manufacturer Kia motors.
Manufacturer said someone would be in contact with consumer within 3 days. It has been 2
weeks and consumer has not heard anything. Consumer said that transmission shifted into a
lower gear for no reason. Last time vehicle was at dealer it would not go very fast, and the
engine was very sluggish. Consumer said that it was like trying to pull out in a higher gear than
1st or 2nd. When driving on the highway at 70 mph the car would down shift to a low gear and it
would drop to 35 mph. Dealer indicated that something was making the vehicle drop into safe
mode, which caused vehicle to stay in second gear. Dealer replaced transmission control
module tcm , replaced the throttle body, and has done something to the grounds. In February
the dealer replaced the transmission. Currently they replaced the tcm, added a new computer,
and adjusted linkage cables for transmission. However, consumer maintained that problem
became worse. Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:. Would you like to sell
products for this vehicle on Amazon. Learn how. There's a problem loading this menu right
now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to
Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Skip to main
content. Exterior Accessories. Mirrors Exterior Mirrors Towing Mirrors. Interior Accessories.
Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage
customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web.
Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon
Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview
Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands.
Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription Boxes Top
subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed
Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second
life. Read more and download! Kia Spectra is recognized for quality and smooth drive on road.
Experienced and qualified technicians have included bit by bit information about all parts of
vehicle with audio and visual support. Manual is offered at reasonable rate with guaranteed
results therefore customers from all over the world have developed trust on our manuals. Kia
Spectra is one of the reliable automobiles and users are concerned to keep vehicle in updated
form. This service manual is properly organized and provides detail description of bumper to
bumper maintenance, servicing, installation, and repair work. Whatever is your requirement,
you can g
2000 jeep grand cherokee battery
1994 honda shadow 600 parts
92 saturn sl
et relevant information in simple language with clear wiring diagrams. Whether it is simple
battery charging job or new headlight installation, users get help from opening nuts to end of
the task. Do it yourself job is perfect for car users to know the procedure of oil change, charging
of battery, change of wipers, repairing of punctured tire and maintenance of interior. We receive
customers who are inexpert and want to get some knowhow of repairing and servicing to
reduce mechanic charges. Bookmark type is provided which helps customers in selecting right
topic within few seconds. Install the service manual in your iPhone, iPad, tablet or android
system and use files while you are on the way. The procedure for Kia Spectra instruction
manual download is simple and gets completed in less than 10 minutes. Copy of service manual
is also provided in customers email address. Factory Manual The only service manual that
matter! July 3, Kia Spectra factory repair manual Read more and download!

